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Neutrino Physics
today, tomorrow ... or later

1. Neutrinos have mass! 

2. What are neutrinos and how do we know

3. Light neutrinos and heavy neutrinos 

4. light neutrino physics ... mass hierarchy, CP violation

5. heavy neutrino physics 

-- neutrinoless double beta decay  (Majorana mass term?)

-- search for heavy neutrinos : SBN, SHIP, FCC
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Who are the neutrinos ?

1930     W. Pauli introduces neutrinos to solve both the ‘missing energy’ and 
the ‘missing angular momentum’ problems in nuclear beta decay

1956-59  e are discovered at reactors (Reines/Cowan)
e   are *not* discovered at reactors (Davis)        e +  37Cl  37Ar  + e-

1957          neutrinos have negative helicity

1962          neutrinos from pion decays are  , not e

1974          neutrino also interact by neutral currents
Experimental birth of the Standard Model 

1975           lepton discovered, s from  are  not  or e

1989           LEP : there are 3 types of active neutrinos only. 
The Standard Model includes 3 massless neutrino types

nepe  

  *152152 SmeEu
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e

e

d

u

First family

mc2=0.0005 GeV

mc2 ?=? <0.2 eV

mc2=0.005 GeV

mc2=0.003 GeV

<0.2 eV





strange

charm

Seconde family

0.106 GeV

0.200 GeV

1.5 GeV





beauty

top

Third family

1,77 GeV

<0.2 eV

5 GeV

mc2=175 GeV

The Standard Model: 
3 families of spin ½ quark and leptons 
interacting with spin 1 vector bosons ( g, W&Z, gluons)

charged

leptons

neutral

leptons = 

neutrinos

quarks
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Quark up
charge 2/3

Quark down
charge -1/3

Electron
charge -1

Neutrino 
charge 0

some remarkable symmetries:

each quark comes in 3 colors

sum of charges is 

-1 + 0 + 3 x ( 2/3  - 1/3) = 0

this turns out to be a necessary condition 
for the stability of univers because of 

higher order radiative corrections
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Step I neutrino emission

Step II photon emission

  *152152 SmeEu

 SmSm 152*152

Step IV photon filter 

through magnetic iron

*152152 SmSm

Step III photon 

absorption/emission

 SmSm 152*152

Step V photon detection

in NaI cristal

E = 961 keV/c (1  v (Sm*) /c) 

E > 961 keV/c

I,II

III

IV

V
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1957:  Neutrino helicity is measured (M. Goldhaber et al): 

Neutrinos have negative helicity (spin clockwise) (left-handed)

since:  Anti-neutrinos have positive helicity (spin earth-wise) (right-handed)

 Parity violation

A stunning property

e e

e

Never observed!

e
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e-
+ e-

-

However, if neutrinos had mass it would be possible to do this: 

The Standard Model finesses the issue by assuming neutrinos have no mass. 

Lorentz boost
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FOUR YEARS AGO ALREADY
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1994-1999: top mass predicted (LEP, mostly Z mass&width) 
top quark discovered (Tevatron)
t’Hooft and Veltman get Nobel Prize

(c) Sfyrla
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1997-2013  Higgs boson mass cornered (LEP H, MZ etc +Tevatron mt , MW)

Higgs Boson discovered (LHC)
Englert and Higgs get Nobel Prize

(c) Sfyrla

IT LOOKS LIKE THE 
STANDARD MODEL  
IS COMPLETE.....
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at least 3 pieces are still missing

Since 1998 it is established that neutrinos have mass
and this very probably implies new degrees of freedom

The right handed neutrinos are missing!
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The prize, presented by the Breakthrough Prize Foundation, was awarded “for the 
fundamental discovery of neutrino oscillations, revealing a new frontier beyond, and 
possibly far beyond, the standard model of particle physics”.  

CP violation and the existence of heavy right-handed neutrinos are expected, and will
provide an intense  reseach program for many years to come. Neutrinos are leading
candidates to explain the dominance of matter over anti-matter in the Universe, and 
constitute good dark matter candidates. 

Breakthrough prize 
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Neutrinos 
astrophysical neutrinos

Ray Davis

since ~1968 

Solar Neutrino Detection

600 tons of chlorine. 

• Detected neutrinos E> 1MeV

• fusion process in the sun

Homestake Detector

solar : pp   pn  e+ e (then D gives He etc…)  

these e do e +  37Cl  37Ar  + e-

they are neutrinos 

• The rate of neutrinos detected is 

three times less than predicted! 

solar neutrino ‘puzzle’ since 1968-1975!

solution: 1) solar nuclear model is wrong    or  2) neutrino oscillate
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e solar neutrinos

Sun = Fusion reactor
Only e produced

Different reactions
Spectrum in energy

Counting experiments vs 
flux calculated by SSM

BUT ...
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Super-K detector

39.3  m

41.3 m

C  Scientific American

Cerenkov
à Eau 

50000 tonnes d’eau
ultra-pure

10000 Photo 
Multiplicateurs de 
80 cm de diamètre à 
10k$ pièce)

Koshiba (Nobel 2002)
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SNO detector

1000 ton of D20

12 m diam. 

9456 PMTs

are there non-e neutrinos in pure solar e beam?

How? Three possible neutrino reaction in heavy 
water:

only e

equally

e+    

in-equally

e+

0.1 (     )

Art Mc Donald:
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Neutrinos Atmosphériques
Distance entre production et détection de 

~20km  à 12700 km
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Super-K detector

39.3  m

41.3 m

C  Scientific American

Water Cerenkov
detector

50000 tons of 
pure light 
water

10000 PMTs
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Séparer   et  e

 N   C e N  e C
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Atmospheric  : up-down asymmetry

e 

Super-K results

up down



Atmospheric Neutrinos
SuperKamiokande Atmospheric Result

~Oscillation
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NEUTRINO TRANSFORMATIONS 

The fact that neutrinos seem to disappear in their travel
through the sun and space (while they are not inteacting or decaying) 
is a clear sign that they have mass.   
(a massless particle has infinite proper time  = E/m and cannot transform)

It is expected that they undergo oscillations. 

Oscillation is a coherent quantum interference which happens thanks to 
1. the extreme smallness of neutrino masses and mass differences
2. the weakness of their interactions, which preserves coherence over long distances. 
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Lepton Sector Mixing

Pontecorvo 1957

similar to CKM flavour mixing matrix
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Neutrino Oscillations (Quantum Mechanics lesson 5)

source propagation in vacuum -- or matter detection

weak interaction 

produces 

‘flavour’ neutrinos

e.g. pion decay   

¦> = a ¦1 >  b  ¦2 >    ¦3 >
¦ (t)> = a  ¦1 >   exp( i E1 t) 

 b   ¦2 >  exp( i E2 t) 

    ¦3 >   exp( i E3 t) 

weak interaction: (CC)

 N   C

or e N  e C

or  N   C

P (   e) = ¦ < e ¦  (t)>¦2

Energy (i.e. mass)  eigenstates 

propagate

L

t    L/E

a is noted U1

b is noted U2

 is noted U3 etc….
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Oscillation Probability

Hamiltonian= E  = sqrt( p2 + m2) = p +   m2 / 2p

for a given momentum, eigenstate of propagation in free space are the mass eigenstates!

Dm2 en ev2 

L en km

E en GeV
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neutrino definitions

the  electron neutrino is present in association with an electron (e.g. beta decay)

the     muon neutrino is present in association with a    muon (pion decay)

the      tau neutrino is present in association with a     tau (W  decay)

these flavor-neutrinos are not (as we know now) quantum states of well 

defined mass (neutrino mixing) 

the mass-neutrino with the highest electron neutrino content is called       1

the mass-neutrino with the next-to-highest electron neutrino content is    2

the mass-neutrino with the smallest electron neutrino content is called     3
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Consequences of 3-family oscillations: 

I    There will be   ↔ e oscillation at L atm 

(discovered by T2K)

P ( ↔ e )max =~ ½ sin 22 q13 +… (small)

II   There will be CP violation          

CP:     P ( ↔ e)  ≠  P ( ↔ e)

III we do not know if the neutrino 1 which 

contains more e is 

the lightest one (natural?)

or not (inverted) 

Oscillation maximum            1.27 Dm2 L / E =/2  

Atmospheric Dm 2= 2.5 10-3       eV 2                      L =    500 km @ 1 GeV

Solar              Dm2  =   7 10-5       eV2                       L = 18000km @ 1 GeV

Oscillations of 250 MeV neutrinos;

P ( ↔ e)
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=  ACP   a
sin2 2q13   solar term…

sind   sin (Dm2
12 L/4E)   sin q12 sinq13 

… need large values of sin q12, Dm2
12 (LMA) but *not* large sin2q13 

… need APPEARANCE  … P(ee) is time reversal symmetric (reactors or sun are out)

… can be large (30%) for suppressed channel (one small angle vs two large) 

at wavelength at which ‘solar’ = ‘atmospheric’ and for e , 

… asymmetry is opposite for e and e

P(e) - P(e)

P(e) + P(e) 

P(e) = ¦A¦2+¦S¦2 + 2 A S  sin d              

P(e) = ¦A¦2+¦S¦2 - 2 A S  sin d      
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2014Mar07
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Idea of T2K was born 1999-2001 hep-ex/0106019 combining:

-- existing SuperKamiokande detector (50kton W.Č., 22.5 kton fiducial)

-- JAERI-KEK Japanese Proton Accelerator Research Complex (JPARC)
at TOKAI including a high power, 0.75MW/30GeV Proton Synchrotron
neutrino beam from pion decay + + 

-- baseline 295 km  neutrino energy for first maximum is ~650 MeV
achievable by pion-decay beam at 2.5 degrees off-axis
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Design Principle 33

0º

2 2

0.43

1

E
E

π
ν

γ θ
=



The neutrino energy spectrum is mainly defined by the off-axis angle
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 DISAPPEARANCE
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experiment – theta_13

discovery of e appearance
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The neutrino mixing matrix: 
3 angles and a phase  d 

Unknown or poorly known  in 2015:

CP  phase d ,    sign of Dm13

OR? 

Dm2
23= 2.5 10-3eV2

Dm2
12= 8 10-5   eV2

1

2

3

1

2

3
q23 (atmospheric) = 450 , 

q12 (solar) = 320 , 

q13 (reactor/T2K) =8.50

2

Dm2
12= 8 10-5 eV2

Dm2
23= 2.5 10-3eV2
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Towards CP Violation

Double-Chooz (France), Daya-Bay (China) & Reno (Korea)  have observed
precisely the e appearance.
T2K experiment has observed e appearance. (28 events)
The comparison of the two points to hint of CP violation
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comparison of T2K appearance with reactor disapearance gives constraint in 

{q13 ,  dCP , mass hierarchy (±)} parameter space. 

With NOvA, PINGU and JUNO, can solve the problem!
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NOvA experiment

preliminary results shown summer15
Same preference as T2K for dCP=-/2
Longer baseline should allow
mass hierarchy/CPV with T2K by 2025

disappearance
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JUNO 20kton Liquid Scintillator
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PINGU, ORCA

Atmospheric neutrino oscillations
can be seen in large Water Cherenkovs
at ~GeV energy. 
Energy vs distance analysis could lead to 
detection of matter effect
in PINGU (fine grain @south pole
and ORCA (fine gran in mediteranean) 
and thus determination of mass hierarchy
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T2K is proposing to run until 2025 with 

beam power progressively increasing up to 

1.3 MW

 3-4 s.d. evidence for CP violation is 

possible 

if the presently preferred point is correct.

This requires systematic errors at 3% level.    

MR PS

upgrade

T2K T2HK (proposed)

Workshop for Neutrino Programs with facilities in Japan (4-8 Aug-2015)                                                          

https://kds.kek.jp/indico/event/19079/

T2K, PRL 112 (2014) 061802 

https://kds.kek.jp/indico/event/19079/
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HYPERK -- from 22kton to 200-500 kton

Rock in Kamioka  is of excellent cavity, gneiss and migmatite

large span vertical cylinder caverns offer better cost/volume ratio

NB :

this is the cost driver 

for the project! 
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2. Producing 40’000 high Q.E. 20’ PMTs

New detectors offer higher Q.E. 

by typically 50-100%. 

Presently investigating noise

and time resolution

of various options and 

calculating consequences

for physics.  

Box and line offers x2 photons 

and 1 ns time resolution/photon

 baseline

TF Optimizing PMT coverage for 

physics; possibly staging. 
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Some physics 

~5-10 years

750 kW x10yrs

x500kton

Dominant error: 

(anti) e/ x-sections

as measureable:         

56% 5 ,76% 3

If use th. calculations 

(71% 5, 83% 3)
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LBNF/DUNE
new beam line 
allowing to reach 2MW POT
raised target station 
baseline 1300km 
to S. Dakota

WB beam; use energy
resolution of detector

detector 4 x 10kton 
Liquid argon detectors
Beautiful 

energy spectrum
of appearance: 
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But at least 3 pieces are still missing

neutrinos have mass... 
and this very probably implies new degrees of freedom

 Right-Handed, Almost «Sterile» (very small couplings) Neutrinos
completely unknown masses (meV to ZeV), nearly impossile to find. 

.... but could perhaps explain all: DM, BAU,-masses

THE STANDARD MODEL IS COMPLETE .....

03.12.2015 50
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some REFERENCES
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arxiv:1208.3654

Phys.Lett.B631:151-156,2005

arXiv:hep-ph/0503065

FCC design study and FCC-ee http://cern.ch/fcc-ee

and presentations at FCC-ee physics workshops
http://indico.cern.ch/category/5684/

arxiv:1308.6176

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0503065
http://cern.ch/fcc-ee
http://http/indico.cern.ch/category/5684/
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L L L

I = 1/2

Q= -1

Q=  0

I = 0

R

R

R R

RR

Electroweak eigenstates

Right handed neutrinos 
are singlets 

no weak interaction
no EM interaction
no strong interaction

can’t produce them
can’t detect them

-- so why bother? --

03.12.2015 52
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Neutrino physics -- Alain 

Blondel  

Adding masses to the Standard model neutrino 'simply' by adding a Dirac 

mass term (Yukawa coupling)

implies adding a right-handed neutrino (new particle)

No SM symmetry prevents adding then a term like 

and this simply means that a neutrino turns into a antineutrino 

(the charge conjugate of a right handed antineutrino is a left handed neutrino!)

It is perfectly conceivable (‘natural’?) that both terms are present ‘see-saw’

B. Kayser, the physics of massive neutrinos (1989)

03.12.2015
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See-saw in a general way :
MR  0
mD  0
Dirac + Majorana
mass terms

MR = 0

mD  0

Dirac only, (like e- vs e+): 

L     R     R   L
½      0          ½      0

4 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

Some have I=1/2  (active)

Some have I=0    (sterile)

MR  0

mD = 0

Majorana only

L               R   
½                 ½      

2 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

All have     I=1/2  (active)

MR > mD  0

Dirac + Majorana 

L     NR     R   NL
½      0          ½      0

4 states , 2  mass levels

m

Iweak=

m1 have ~I=1/2  (~active)

m2 have ~I=0    (~sterile)

see-saw

Mass eigenstates

03.12.2015 54

dominantly:
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There even exists a scenario that claims to explain everything: the MSM

meV

eV

keV

MeV

GeV

TeV

1

2

3

N1

N2, N3

Shaposhnikov et al

constrained: 
mass: 1-50 keV
mixing :
10-7 to 10-13

can generate Baryon Asymmetry of Universe
if mN2,N3 > 140 MeV 

decay time: 
N1 > Universe

N1 v 

03.12.2015 55

soon excluded?
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Manifestations of right handed neutrinos

03.12.2015 56

what is produced in W, Z decays is: 
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Sterile neutrino searches

Some ‘signal’ observed in LSND experiment at Los Alamos since 1993 
(neutrinos from pion decas at rest) -- 3.8sigma. 
Since then, «interesting effects» (1-2 sigma)
Observed in reactor neutrinos, 
miniBoone, 
Ga source calibration .... 
None very significant or compelling. 

Important to clean situation with definitive expt.
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SOX



Short Baseline Neutrino programme

• Definitive search for Δm2 ~ 1eV2 sterile neutrinos:

• Exploit L, E and L/E modulation; detectors at three baselines

• Appearance, νμ  νe, and, disappearance, νe  νX

• Exploit 3 LAr detectors; minimise inter-detector systematics

• Robustly address backgrounds and uncertainties:

• νe contamination in FNAL Booster Neutrino Beam

• Photons produced by NC and CC νN and cosmic rays

• External ν interactions in earth or experimental hall

59
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SBND

MicroBooNE

ICARUS

T600

by 2020
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Indirect effects

-- neutrino Majorana mass term can lead to lepton number violating processes
by virtual neutrino exchange and to flavour violation

-- neutrinoless double beta decay (the most powerful one)
-- FCNC (e) etc... 

-- at a Z factory : Z  Z e   Z->  ,    e etc... 

03.12.2015 61
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Future Circular Collider Study - SCOPE 
CDR and cost review for the next ESU (2018)

Forming an international 

collaboration to study: 

• pp-collider (FCC-hh)       

 defining infrastructure 

requirements 

• e+e- collider (FCC-ee) as 

potential intermediate step  

ECM=90-400 GeV

• p-e (FCC-he) option

• 80-100 km infrastructure 

in Geneva area

~16 T  100 TeV pp in 100 km

~20 T  100 TeV pp in 80 km

03.12.2015

Alain Blondel Future 

Lepton Colliders

62
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RHASnu’s production in Z decays 

multiply by 2 for anti neutrino and add contributions of  3 neutrino species (with different |U|

Production: 

Decay 
Decay length: 

cm

Backgrounds : four fermion:    e+e-W*+ W*- e+e- Z*(vv) + (Z/)*  

NB CC decay always leads to 

 2 charged tracks

03.12.2015 63
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20                  50            100

Interesting region

|U|2 ~ 10-9 to 10-12 @ 50 GeV

heavy neutrino mass  ~ M 

L=1m

L=10m

L=1mm

a large part of the interesting region will lead to detached vertices 

...  very strong reduction  of background! 

03.12.2015 64

Decay length


N

+

W-
qq

~1 evt with 1013Zs

Exact reach domain will depend on detector size 
and details  of displaced vertex efficiency & background 
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NZ = 1012 1mm<L<1m

SHIP

region of interest 

FCC-ee sensitivity

NB very large detector caverns for FCC-hh may allow very large FCC-ee detector (R=15m?)
leading to improved reach at lower masses. 

03.12.2015 66
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CONCLUSIONS

Neutrinos have mass! 
This is the only known particle physics fact beyond the Standard Model

Opens possibility of 
-- CP violation in leptons
-- heavy right handed neutrinos 
-- fermion-antifermion transitions

all leading the possible explanations for the Baryon dominance in the Universe
and perhaps even dark matter. 

An important and growing experimental program is happening and planned in 
the many aspects of interest:
nuclear physics, neutrino beams natural, from reactors, from accelerators
all the way to high energy colliders.

We will work on neutrinos for many years to come!


